Town Centre Strategy (Study) – £20,000
This element of funding bid for Soham is to engage specialist advice and support in regards
to the current economic reality of Soham town centre, assess current barriers to
improvement, identify local drivers of growth (including Soham based Agri-Tech). This
detailed commissioned study will also concentrate on how Covid19 affects key sites in and
around the town centre and related factors influencing the towns’ resilience in order to
develop/deliver an evidence-based town centre strategy. The study will also approach the
relationship between businesses and education/training providers to support and develop a
skilled local work force as part of Covid19 recovery.
Town Centre Recovery - £85,000
This will fund urgent improvement and infrastructure actions throughout the High Street
that have been assessed by the STC Town Centre Champion and ECDC…these include:
1. Funding an enhancement scheme to improve the appearance of Soham Town Centre
by introducing new and improved facilities adding to the vitality and vibrancy of the
town.
2. Investment in infrastructure, signage and street furniture to encourage footfall,
visitor access, confidence and enjoyment.
3. Providing a match funded small grants pot of around £20,000 for Soham to help
businesses, groups and landlords maintain the attractiveness of empty or declining
buildings in the town centre.
A detail list of works that have been undertaken in 2020 is attached
Connectivity (Public Wi-Fi Upgrade) - £95,000
The Market Town Plan for Soham prioritises digital connectivity. Necessary improvement
and upgrade of the towns public Wi-fi infrastructure to cover wider access by businesses,
visitors, attractions, tourists and residents has been planned and regarded as essential to
recovery and sustainable growth. The project (called Phase 2 as Phase 1 is already installed
and operational) will include installation of additional access points (AP’s) to significantly
extend the towns free public Wi-fi network, whilst at the same time, upgrade the network to
capture and analyse data through additional monitoring technology. Specifically this will
include extending the Wi-Fi network radius with footfall counting by including Station Road,
connecting Soham Station gateway, to town centre and The Weatheralls Primary Schools
site; Fountain Lane (connecting Station Road and High Street and Clay Street to Station
Road (see coverage map below).

